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The Mughal Book of War:
A Persian Translation of the Sanskrit Mahabharata this omission by offering a first attempt at an in-depth study of the Razmnamah in comparison with its Sanskrit sources. In so doing I aim to more precisely understand why Akbar's court was interested in the Mahabharata and how the translators created a new Mughal epic of deep relevance to the imperial court and polity. I pursue my analysis of the Razmnamah in two sections, focusing first on the Sanskrit sources of the Razmnamah and then on the translation practices one finds evidenced in the Persian text. In the first section, I describe how the translators accessed Sanskrit materials and identify the source texts that were used to produce the Persian translation. This larger framework provides both conceptual and literary tools to further investigate the nature of the Mahabharata as the Mughals knew it, and identifying the original Sanskrit texts also enables us to proceed with comparative textual analysis. In the second section, I examine the text of the Razmnamah in comparison with its Sanskrit sources to highlight some of the Mughal translators' key strategies in reimagining the epic in Persian. This close reading traces several literary paradigms that provide insight into the crucial role the Razmnamah played in the production and reproduction of a Mughal imperial culture. Taken as a whole, my analysis aims to show the central place of the Razmnamah in the politico-cultural fashioning of Akbar's court, whereby the Mughals developed a new type of Indo-Persian imperial aesthetic.
Textual Sources
From the beginning, the Razmnamah was a collaborative effort that required interactions across linguistic boundaries, drawing Sanskrit and Persian intellectuals into a common task. The Sanskrit side is silent about its role, but the Mughals emphasized their cross-cultural partnership in the text of their new translation. Nobody involved in the project knew both languages (such bilingualism would not, it seems, be widespread for another generation or two), and as a result two teams of translators were assembled. 4 On the Persian side, Naqib Khan led the effort and was assisted by Mulla Shiri, Abd al-Qadir Bada'uni, and Sultan Thanisari. 5 These men served Akbar's court in a variety of other capacities; Naqib Khan was known as a historian, Bada'uni a secretary, and Mulla Shiri a poet. 6 Multiple histories from Akbar's reign mention the Persian translators but tell less about the participants on the Sanskrit side of this exchange. A colophon of a 1599 Razmnamah, now housed in the British Library, serves as the main source of information on these Brahmans: "Naqib Khan, son of Abd al-Latif al-Husayni, translated [this work] from Sanskrit into Persian in one and a half years. Several of the learned Brahmans, such as Deva Misra, Satavadhana, Madhusudhana Misra, Caturbhuja, and Shaykh Bhavan . . . read this book and explained it in Hindi to me, a poor wretched man, who wrote it in Persian." 7 The Mughals offer no information about the specific roles assigned to each translator, but the social framework of transmitting the text orally between two groups has several noteworthy implications.
As Naqib Khan's colophon specifies, the Mughal and Brahman translators communicated orally via their shared tongue of Hindi. Practically, this oral transmission is reflected in phonetic changes in transliterated Sanskrit words throughout the Razmnamah, as well as a 8 Moreover, the Mughal translators actually write the Brahman narrators into the Razmnamah itself and thereby frame the entire Persian Mahabharata in terms of a story being told across cultural lines. The Razmnamah consistently repeats slight variations on the expressions "then the narrators of the story said" and "then the Indian storytellers relayed." Such formulations occur at the beginning of most of the epic's eighteen books and many times throughout each section. The Razmnamah also preserves the various other narrative frameworks of the Mahabharata, in which a bard tells the story as he heard it at the snake sacrifice of Janamejaya and so forth. Therefore, the Indian storytellers who are omnipresent throughout the Razmnamah are certainly the additional layer of Sanskrit pandits who narrated the story to the late-sixteenth-century Mughal court. Here the translators begin a process that they continue to pursue through various translation strategies: namely, reframing the Mahabharata as a work that belongs in a contemporary Mughal context.
Despite the attention paid to hearing the Mahabharata tale, Mughal records contain no mention of what Sanskrit texts they used as the basis for their translation. We are left to infer the source Sanskrit materials from the numerous clues and references within the Persian translation itself. By the late sixteenth century, the Sanskrit Mahabharata textual tradition consisted of at least a dozen different versions that are typically defined by discrete scripts and associated with particular regions. 9 Thus the Kashmiri Mahabharata is written in Sarada, the Tamil version in Grantha, and so forth. The versions can be loosely grouped into two grand recensions, the northern and the southern, that differ from one another primarily in their inclusion or exclusion of particular episodes and ordering of the stories. Within the northern and southern recensions, each regional version is further defined by its own additions to the text and variant readings. 10 If we can identify the version of the Sanskrit Mahabharata within this corpus used to produce the Razmnamah, then it becomes possible to analyze Mughal translation strategies by reading the original and the translation side by side.
11 Determining the Sanskrit source texts for the Book of War also reveals some key features of the Mughal interest in this Indian epic.
Overall the Sanskrit informants communicated the text accurately and in detail to the Mughal translators. The Persian text is not a line-by-line rendering of the Sanskrit original, but the Razmnamah contains all eighteen books of the Sanskrit Mahabharata, plus the Harivamsa appendix, and the storyline is largely unchanged, complete with most of the smaller side stories and digressions. 12 The ordering of the stories and inclusion or exclusion of certain sections attests quite clearly that the majority of the Razmnamah follows the northern recension of the Mahabharata.
13 Beyond its broad storyline, the Razmnamah contains further internal evidence that indicates the source regional version, primarily by faithfully reproducing the Mahabharata's long genealogical lists and names of various gods. Such lists have substantial variants among regional Mahabharatas, and thus we can use the Razmnamah's transliterations of these sections to see which version must have been in front of the Sanskrit pandits who read the names to the Mughal translators. This mode of analysis, however, presents some difficulties since the Mughals did not adopt any standard- 14 On its own, the Devanagari version yields little insight into the Mughal encounter with the Mahabharata since it was the most eclectic and widespread of all the versions of the epic, often drawing extensively on other regional traditions. Also the Devanagari version had gained widespread currency across north and central India by the late sixteenth century, and so it appears that the Mughals did precisely what one would have expected and found the most easily available, popular redaction of the story to render into Persian. 15 However, the Razmnamah deviates from its overall reliance on the Devanagari version in one case that provides deeper insight into the particular Mughal interests in this Sanskrit epic: the fourteenth book is drawn from a separate text altogether.
This book, the Asvamedha Parvan (Horse Sacrifice Book), is based on the Jaiminiyasvamedha, an alternative and starkly different Sanskrit retelling of this section of the epic. 16 The Jaiminiyasvamedha is an anonymous work, likely composed in the twelfth century, that proved popular both in Sanskrit and in vernacular translations. 17 Most crucially for the Mughals, the Jaiminiyasvamedha is a much more exciting and vivid tale than its canonical counterpart. In its fourteenth book, the Mahabharata tells the story of Yudhisthira's decision to perform the horse sacrifice to solidify his kingship. However, the sacrifice quickly gets put on hold as Krishna digresses into a long discourse on philosophical ideas, often characterized as a rehashing of the Bhagavad Gita. In short, it's a lot of talk and no action. In contrast, the Jaiminiyasvamedha omits Krishna's speech altogether and instead relates Arjuna's adventures as he travels around India following the sacrificial horse. He stumbles upon a kingdom where only women live, visits a place where all men are born and die within the same day, and has his head cut off and reattached by Krishna. Arjuna also fights his own son in a dramatic battle, and the middle of the book contains a digression into the wars and dramas of the Ramayana. 18 In Persian, these lively and bizarre narratives fall easily into the category of dastan (narrative literature) that was often full of 'aja'ib (fantastical elements).
'Aja'ib qualities frequently featured prominently as a mode of interpreting the other in Islamicate encounters with Indian culture both before and after the Mughal era. 19 The pen- 20 Abu al-Fazl even compares the Razmnamah to the Hamzanamah and exclaims how the former is even more astonishing than the latter, bordering on the unbelievable. 21 Moreover, Akbar's translators seem to have encountered Sanskrit texts through the framework of 'aja'ib elements from the very beginning. When the Mughals initially decided to engage with the Sanskrit tradition, they selected the Atharva Veda as the first text to be translated, a work that contained largely spells and charms as the Mughals understood it. Bada'uni, the first translator to tackle the text, describes the Atharva Veda in his history of Akbar's reign primarily by noting some oddities of the work.
22 Dabistan-i mazahib (School of Religions), a mid-seventeenth-century Persian text, explicitly articulates the Indo-Persian opinion that "spells, incantations, magic, devices, and tricks are contained in the [Atharva Veda]."
23
After exhausting three translators, the Mughals ultimately declared the Atharva Veda too difficult to understand and abandoned their inaugural translation project. But they continued to emphasize an 'aja'ib framework in their encounter with the Mahabharata.
Abu al-Fazl summarizes in his preface to the Razmnamah the contents of the epic and frequently remarks on the wondrous nature of the stories contained in it. He often lapses into hyperbole to express his astonishment, exclaiming, "I see such agitation in myself from hearing such stories that what can I write?" and "In this book, such extraordinary things are on every page, every section, and every chapter."
24 As I set out in detail in the next section, the Razmnamah often exhibits 'aja'ib features that frequently appear in dastan tales, such as magical spells (afsun). The Mughal court seems to have celebrated the marvelous quality of the Asvamedha Parvan in particular by disproportionately illustrating this section in the first illuminated manuscript. 25 In light of this emphasis overall, 'aja'ib features are likely what drew the Mughals to the Jaiminiyasvamedha and even, in some ways, to the Mahabharata as a whole.
However, this argument is complicated by the possibility that the Mughal translators may not have been aware of the multiplicity of Mahabharatas and thus may not have made a conscious choice to translate one version over another in the fourteenth book. 26 The translation flows seamlessly from the earlier thirteen books based on the Devanagari version into the fourteenth book based on the Jaiminiyasvamedha, and no Mughal work ever frames the fourteenth book as different from the rest of the epic as a single, strange tale. Nonetheless, if not the Mughals themselves, then most likely the Sanskrit informants, who surely provided copies of the Mahabharata to Akbar's court, decided to use the Jaiminiyasvamedha by preference to any other version of this book. As participants in Sanskrit literary culture, these individuals would have been aware of the different versions available and likely presented the Jaiminiyasvamedha for translation because they thought the Mughals would appreciate its captivating, lively narrative. Regardless of who selected the Jaiminiyasvamedha, the decision highlights 'aja'ib elements as an important characteristic in Mughal courtly translations, by either their own choice or the perception of their Sanskrit informants. The Mughals outline their interests and understandings of the Mahabharata much more precisely in the translation itself, to which we can now turn armed with the ability to compare the Persian and Sanskrit texts. 
Translation Practices
The by resituating it within an Indic context and explores Brahmans not as a typology or a Persian literary trope but as individuals within elaborate narratives. In this sense, the Mughal translators both tap into an existing framework of Islamicate views of the Indic other and add new cultural specificity to an Indo-Persian register.
In most cases, the Mughal translators clearly intend for readers to learn the Sanskrit vocabulary used in the Persian text in order to understand the story. However, the Razmnamah also contains a few more extended quotations of Sanskrit that seem to operate as literary signals rather than linguistically meaningful text. The most noteworthy case occurs in the Adi Parvan (Book of Beginnings), where the translators insert several full Sanskrit verses during a strong 'aja'ib moment. In this section, the sage Astika saves the snakes from demise during the snake sacrifice of Janamejaya. The snakes offer Astika a boon in thanks, and he requests a spell that would protect the speaker against venomous bites. The grateful snakes, then, "agreed that no snake will come to the home of anyone who says this spell and that wherever he says it, every snake that is there will flee. The magic is this."
30
Then the Razmnamah produces several full Sanskrit verses transliterated into Persian. 31 The linguistic meaning of these lines is irrelevant to the Persian translators, who offer no further explanation or gloss but are interested only in the magical powers contained in the Sanskrit sounds themselves. The verses quickly became corrupt in later manuscripts of the Razmnamah, but the Sanskrit was never lost or translated. In fact, three later copies of the text contain separate reconstructions of these verses in Devanagari script in the margins by later readers but still no translation, as some Sanskrit expressions cannot be put into Persian words. 32 Finally, the Razmnamah contains a number of lengthy lists of Sanskrit names and titles, often in genealogies. Most books of the Persian translation contain several such lists, whether epithets of Surya, names of learned sages, or the hundred sons of Dhritarastra.
33 Such catalog-style information accurately reflects the Sanskrit Mahabharata, but it had also long been crucial to the Islamicate tradition's encounter with India. Babur, founder of the Mughal dynasty, is celebrated for the close attention he pays to native flora and fauna in his memoirs, often detailing the names of specific species in local dialects. 34 Going back further, al-Biruni is careful to preserve lists of place names from the puranas in his eleventh-century account of India. 35 The Razmnamah expands on this trend in the sheer number of Sanskrit lists it retains in its retelling of the epic story. Early on, manuscript copies of the text were often careful to write out diacritic marks for these names so that their pronunciation was retained in the Persian script that does not normally show all vowels.
36
Later manuscripts, usually copied by Persian scribes without input from Sanskrit intellectuals, often forget the diacritics and bungle the words, but all retain the lists nonetheless. Some even continue to emphasize their importance by overlining the names and numbering them. 37 Even when intelligibility ceases, the idea remains current that cataloging Sanskrit names and retaining foreign, often 'aja'ib qualities in the text are essential aspects of the Mughal Mahabharata.
A Crowded Divine Landscape
Whereas the Mughals treat Sanskrit terms largely within an Islamicate tradition of how to understand an Indic other, they act more liberally in respect to religious elements of the epic. Allah seems to comfortably coexist with his polytheistic counterparts in much of the Persian Mahabharata, complete with the Hindu deities' involvements in earthly affairs and devious behaviors. For example, in the story of Nala and Damayanti, Nala attends Damayanti's svayamvara, where she will choose her husband. Damayanti desires Nala, but four devatas disguise themselves as Nala in an attempt to trick her into choosing one of them as her husband. In the Sanskrit text, Damayanti appeals to the plethora of gods causing trouble to desist from their deceit. 40 But in Persian, in the midst of devatas who all look like Nala, Damayanti prays to God, "God, May He be Exalted and Glorified!" (khuda-yi 'azz wa jall ). 41 
Damayanti then addresses God, beginning: "O Solver of Obstacles and Leader of the Lost [ay gushayandah-i karha-yi bastah va ay rahnama-yi gumshudigan]."

42
Here the Koranic reference is unmistakable as Opener (gushayandah) and Leader (rahnama) correspond to two of the Koranic names for God. 43 The Islamic notion of a single God apart from the world stands in stark contrast to the multitude of physically present deities in the Mahabharata. Yet for the most part, these two worlds seem to meld together happily in the Razmnamah.
On occasion, however, the Razmnamah more drastically rewrites the religious framework of the Mahabharata, such as when the work truncates the Bhagavad Gita and alters the nature of Krishna and his message therein. Here, too, cultural intelligibility seems to trump any interest in ideology, and the treatment of the Bhagavad Gita signals a strong Mughal interest in avoiding theology in their retelling of the epic. In the Mahabharata, the Bhagavad Gita offers the final attempt to address the deep moral ambiguities of war before the slaughter ensues. Time seems to stand still, with armies arrayed on both sides of the battlefield, as Krishna teaches Arjuna that he must fight by way of a philosophically dense discourse about the nature of the universe, dharma, and human action. In comparison to seven hundred or so verses in Sanskrit, the Bhagavad Gita occupies a mere few pages of the Razmnamah. 44 The Persian translation provides a bare-bones sketch of the conversation between Krishna and Arjuna, including the basic teaching that Arjuna is not morally culpable for killing his kinsmen and should participate in the impending war. However, the Razmnamah eliminates any further abstract reflections on the different types of yoga and other concepts so that the focus remains on the battle itself rather than providing an ethical climax of the epic.
In other contemporary works the Mughals show substantial interest in explicating Indian religious ideas, but they seemed to feel that such topics did not belong in the Razmnamah. 
In his A'in-i Akbari
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Fazl provides an extensive account of Sanskrit knowledge systems, detailing the positions of nine Indian philosophical schools and various religious beliefs and practices. 45 Moreover, the Bhagavad Gita was translated into Persian several times during Mughal rule, and the first translation may have been in Akbar's court. 46 However, these independent Bhagavad Gitas tell us little about how the Mughals conceptualized the Mahabharata, except that they understood the Mahabharata and the Bhagavad Gita as separate texts. Some modern scholars have asserted that Naqib Khan omitted the Bhagavad Gita out of respect for Akbar's poet laureate, Fayzi, who had previously translated the work. 47 However, there is no evidence for this reasoning, nor is it certain that Fayzi ever translated the Bhagavad Gita, much less before the completion of the Razmnamah.
48 Rather, the reduction of the Bhagavad Gita in the Razmnamah is more simply explained as an indication that the Mughals did not want to halt the story for a religious reflection. 49 In other sections, most notably in the Santi Parvan (Book of Peace), the twelfth book, the translators step back from the narrative to offer lengthy political advice, as I discuss below. Thus it seems that the Mughals wished to avoid the theological content of the Bhagavad Gita in particular.
This understanding of the Bhagavad Gita as theologically awkward in the Mughal reading of the epic is confirmed by how the translators rewrite the content of the shortened Bhagavad Gita to reflect a much stronger Islamic framework than is present in the Razmnamah as a whole. The Razmnamah Bhagavad Gita opens like the Sanskrit with Arjuna positioning his chariot between the two armies ready for war. 50 When Arjuna has his crisis of confidence, the Sanskrit Krishna speaks to him not only as a teacher but also as an incarnation of the god Vishnu, and articulates a series of ideas about dharma, karma (action), and other Indian philosophical concepts. In contrast, the Razmnamah Krishna is the teacher of truth but not a divine figure, and he speaks of God's will as external to himself throughout his discourse. In the Razmnamah, Krishna articulates the distinction between himself as a messenger and God quite clearly at the close of the Bhagavad Gita in explaining why he became involved in the war at all: "So long as I am ignorant of what God Exalted has ordained, I do not interfere. If I had not known the state of the Kauravas and the wrath of God Exalted towards them, I would not have come to the battlefield and pressed you on this matter. But I know that they all must be killed and that therein lays the happiness of God Exalted." 51 The strong religious content of the Bhagavad Gita may have compelled the Mughals to rework this section of the epic in particular, but they were not consistent in their vision of an Islamic, almost prophet-like Krishna. Elsewhere in the Razmnamah Krishna is portrayed as an Indian deva and even equated to khuda, the Islamic God. 52 Thus rather than accurately representing Indic beliefs or overwriting them with Islamic ideas, the Mughals aim at a middle ground approach that accommodates multiple positions while erasing any deep Hindu theology.
In light of this varied approach, we can most fruitfully understand the treatment of religious elements in the Razmnamah as part of a cultural accommodation rather than tied to any specifically theological objectives. This reading stands in contrast to the work of scholars who have argued, mistakenly in my view, that the Mughals understood the Mahabharata as a religious text and that Akbar commissioned its translation primarily to promote mutual understanding between Hindus and Muslims. 53 In its strongest form, this religious reading is based on a comment made by Abu al-Fazl in his pref- 54 There are serious hermeneutical problems in positing an understanding of a Persian work of two-thousandplus pages on the basis of a single statement in a preface rather than analyzing the text itself. Moreover, the above passage does not clearly label the Razmnamah as a religious work, and in fact, the Mughals appear to have understood the Mahabharata much as the epic had generally been interpreted within the Sanskrit tradition: as a text that is not primarily religious but nonetheless involves many gods and addresses religious concerns.
55
Abu al-Fazl echoes this assessment later in his preface when he speaks more directly about the nature of the Mahabharata and describes it as a text of "advice, guidance, stories, and descriptions of war and feasting," or, more concisely, kingship.
56 Indeed, the majority of Abu al-Fazl's preface concerns Akbar's rulership as he praises the emperor with a myriad of different formulas. 57 When pressed to describe the Razmnamah according to Persian genre classifications, Abu al-Fazl applies the Persian term tarikh, although he goes on to immediately set the Razmnamah apart from this wider genre:
Speech of this extent and breadth, with these strange things and wonders, is not present in the other various histories [tavarikh ] of the world. There is no trace of this amazing speech in the accounts [tabaqat ] of the world. . . . Although the lords of the circle of truth do not hesitate to refute the details of this story, nonetheless it is right that the mind of an intelligent person with discerning vision should reflect and place the essence of these reported things in the realm of possibility.
58
This characterization of the Razmnamah as hearsay, or perhaps more precisely as fantastical history, is consistent with the various elements discussed above. In their continual mentioning of the Indian storytellers who relay the epic, the Mughal translators typically use avardan, nivishtan, and akhbar kardan (to relay, to write, and to tell) to signal this type of distance between themselves and full-fledged believers in the historicity of the Mahabharata.
59 Abu al-Fazl also places the Razmnamah within the category of disputed tarikh or purported history, whereas he does not compare it to the Koran or other religious works.
The Razmnamah likewise presents itself not as a theological work but rather as a story where religious elements afford an opportunity for the Mughals to acculturate the Mahabharata for a predominantly Islamic audience. The translators themselves may have had no other way of understanding religious aspects of the text than by some rough equivalence with their own tradition. 60 Thus they developed a dynamic equivalence that renders an overly Hindu Bhagavad Gita within a monotheistic framework while truncating the text to avoid devoting too much time to anybody's theology. Where possible the translators also strived toward some conception of faithfulness to the text, and so in other sections, such as Damayanti's svayamvara, God and the gods share the stage.
Despite the fact that the Razmnamah expresses many basic Islamic ideas, the Mughals were aware of the danger of writing their own theology into the Mahabharata and sought to avoid such practices. One of the few recorded incidents concerning the actual translation process addresses precisely this concern of imposing Islamic notions on the Indian epic and 
Bada'uni, one of the translators of the text and an independent historian, describes Akbar's vehement accusation against him in this vein: "[Akbar] called me into the public and private audience hall and said to Shaykh Abu al-Fazl, ' We imagined that this person [namely, Bada'uni] was a young, unworldly adherent of Sufism, but he has turned out to be such a bigoted follower of Islamic law that no sword can slice the jugular vein of his bigotry.'" 61 Bada'uni then relays the particular line that had stirred up so much trouble, a verse located in the fifth book of the Razmnamah and authored by Hafiz: "Every action has its reward and every deed its recompense." 62 The addition of Persian poetry to the Razmnamah was an established, accepted practice, as detailed below, but this verse was singled out as problematic for its alleged covert reference to Islamic beliefs. According to Bada'uni, Akbar understood the line to refer to the Islamic Day of Judgment, complete with Munkar and Nakir, two angels who judge the newly dead. To defend himself, Bada'uni argued that the ideas of reward and punishment are also present in the Sanskrit Mahabharata, since everybody spends time in both heaven and hell at the conclusion of the epic. 63 In the end, Bada'uni' successfully convinced the emperor that the verse stands in accordance with Indic ideas, and the line remains in the Razmnamah.
This episode demonstrates the deep problems of cultural comprehension that the Mughal translators faced, particularly regarding religion, and also the strong imperial involvement in the translation project and insistence on avoiding the theology in the Mahabharata where possible. As mentioned above, direct Islamic references to Allah run throughout the Razmnamah. If one considers the translation along with Abu al-Fazl's preface to the text, the Islamic context becomes even more apparent, since his introduction is replete with Islamic language and praise of God. Given this, Akbar is unlikely to have been upset over an indirect Islamic reference in a single line of poetry. Rather, the emperor seems to have been concerned about the possibility that specific Islamic theological ideas, such as the Day of Judgment and its accompanying angels, might have entered what was supposed to be an Indo-Persian story. Thus, the varying treatments of religious elements throughout the Razmnamah seem to be a series of highly interesting (if only moderately successful) attempts to make sense of a complex, different world while keeping any substantial discussion of Indic or Islamic religions out of the text as much as possible.
Poetry and Politics
While the Mughal translators and their patron may have been concerned about writing religious beliefs into the Razmnamah, they show no hesitation in adding a decidedly Persianate, courtly context to the Mahabharata by incorporating quotations of Persian poetry. The majority of the Razmnamah is written in prose, but the translators insert occasional poetic verses throughout the text. 64 These verses recast the literary framework of the Mahabharata for an Indo-Persian audience in three distinct ways. First, such quotations inlay the Razmnamah with a rich set of intertextual literary associations within the Persian tradition. Moreover, the verses frame crucial moments in the Mahabharata in a quintessentially Persian aesthetic, drawing on Persianate poetic tropes and particular modes of expression. Finally, the poetic quotations specify another aspect of the Mughal interest in the Mahabharata, namely, its political commentary, by highlighting certain passages on kingship.
The Razmnamah contains hundreds of lines of Persian poetry, largely quoted from the great masters of Persian literature, such as Nizami, Hafiz, Sa'di, Sana'i, Anvari, Rudaki, and Mu'izzi. They almost certainly quote from In quoting from their rich literary heritage, the Mughal translators participate in a longstanding Persianate method of using quoted poetry to enhance the weight and appeal of a new prose work. 66 This strategy is also seen in other Sanskrit-Persian translations patronized by Akbar, such as the Panchakhyanah, a translation of the Sanskrit Pancatantra (Five Tales), which quotes from Hafiz and Sa'di.
67 Additionally, the interpolation of intertextual references was not uncommon in premodern translation projects more broadly.
68 Such a strategy lends a newly translated text authority by embedding the work within its target culture, in this case the Persian literary canon.
In the Razmnamah, these poetic quotations also often serve to epitomize the core of particularly emotional scenes according to Persian aesthetic sensibilities. In many cases, the translators incorporate the verses into the actual narrative of the Mahabharata and insert them into the mouths of the epic heroes in addition to the more conventional Persian method of using verses to summarize the main moral lesson of a story. 69 A powerful example of the former, in which the Sanskrit epic's characters speak in the language of Persian poetics, occurs at the start of the fourteenth book. Vyasa goes to see King Yudhisthira after the war is over, and Yudhisthira laments the death of his elder brother, Karna, and other relatives:
Now I have regained the places that my ancestors held. But one thing that deeply saddens and distresses me is that Bhisma, our lord and benefactor, Dronacarya, everyone's teacher, and Karna, our elder brother, have passed away. Without them I will gain no peace or pleasure in this kingdom and rulership. I see Karna's houses -where learned men always used to recite the Vedas and where religious men and scholars always used to gather and where great alms used to be found -now those houses are empty. The place where if a needy person came, he found so many alms that he would cry out of pure happiness. out the Udyoga and Santi Parvans, the fifth and twelfth books, respectively, to heavily adorn with poetry. Both books address at length the topics of rajya (political power) and rajadharma (proper kingly conduct). The Udyoga Parvan (Book of Effort ) focuses on negotiations to avoid civil war, and the Santi Parvan presents extended teachings on how to reconstruct an empire after a bloody conflict. Both books show a heavy density of poetic quotations in comparison to the rest of the Razmnamah, where entire books often lack any such citations. 73 The localization of classical Persian poetry in the Razmnamah highlights these two passages and their commentaries on kingly rule as central to the Mughal transformation of the Mahabharata and the concerns of the royal court. Elsewhere the Mughals also describe both books as concerning kingly advice and rulership in particular. 74 Persian literati had a deep interest in the nature of kingship that stretched back to the inception of their literary tradition and often drew from Indic texts for political advice. Persian writers explored this theme through a variety of textual genres ranging from masnavis such as the Shahnamah (Book of Kings) to prose treatises akin to European mirrors for princes. 75 These texts reached new heights of visibility in Akbar's court as the emperor had Persian classics on kingship read out to him nightly, and the major court-sponsored history of his reign draws on these literary works to frame Akbar as a just ruler. 76 The Razmnamah likewise participates extensively in developing Akbar's kingship, particularly through its poetry-laden sections.
The Mughal translators further frame the Razmnamah as a book about kingship in general and Akbar's rulership in particular by drawing heavily from Persianate and Islamicate worldviews in translating the actual contents of the Udyoga and Santi parvans. Thus where the Sanskrit Santi Parvan praises a king who ensures that each subject follows his svadharma (his own ethical code), the Razmnamah speaks of a king who brings to earth rahmat-i ilahi (the grace of God). 77 In the Sanskrit Udyoga Parvan, a Pandava messenger criticizes Duryodhana for depriving his cousin-brothers of their proper inheritance (paitrka), but in the Razmnamah, Duryodhana has violated divine fate (taqdir-i khuda) . 78 This second example prompts speculation about the Mughals' specific interest in producing a Maha bharata that commented favorably on the contemporary Mughal political situation. In the case of Duryodhana's crime, Akbar's process of empire building and the frequent lack of a clearly established successor for the Mughal throne may have prompted the rejection of inheritance as a sacrosanct foundation for rulership.
Akbar's kingship looms in the background throughout the Razmnamah translation project but is rarely directly addressed. While Abu alFazl's repeated praise of Akbar in his preface to the translation seems to have little direct connection with an ancient Sanskrit epic, he may merely be externalizing the commentary on the emperor that is embedded in the careful Mughal treatment of politics in the Razmnamah. The Mughals not only adorn certain sections on rajya with poetry but also tend to translate these portions of the Mahabharata at length, even expanding at times on the Sanskrit text. 79 Even beyond the fifth and twelfth books, the Mughal translators seize opportunities to rewrite the epic to reflect the story of Akbar and the Mughal dynasty. One notable example of such an alteration is found in the story of the birth of Karna, the son of Kunti and Surya, the sun god. While still unmarried, 5 1 9
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Kunti receives a spell (mantra in Sanskrit; afsun in Persian) from a sage that enables her to call on any god to impregnate her. Out of curiosity, she calls on Surya and their union results in the birth of Karna, whom she promptly abandons to conceal her shame. The Mahabharata explicitly notes that before Surya returns to heaven he reinstates Kunti's virginity. 80 The Razmnamah alters the tale so that Kunti conceives via a ray of light. As a result, as the text simply says, "She did not lose her virginity." 81 A conception via divine light featured prominently in the story of Akbar's ancestors and has been identified by modern scholars as a crucial component of Mughal imperial identity. 82 In Akbarnamah, the official court history of Akbar's reign, Abu al-Fazl tells the story of how Alanquwa, a Mongol princess and ancestor of Genghis Khan, conceived triplet sons via a ray of divine light. According to Abu al-Fazl, the divine light was passed on in a concealed form through the generations until it again manifested itself visibly in Akbar upon his ascension. 83 The Razmnamah overtly references this Mughal legend in the modified story of Karna's birth, which links Akbar's political identity with the Sanskrit epic story.
In a passage in the Santi Parvan, the Razmnamah even steps outside of its own narrative to explicitly address Akbar in a story about King Manu. In this portion of the text, Bhisma is instructing Yudhisthira on how to be a good ruler and introduces Manu as a positive exemplar. The Razmnamah translates the story with its own Perso-Islamicate slant, which ends with a positive evaluation of Manu that is closely tied to good wishes for Akbar:
[Manu] showed compassion and mercy to the entire world and spoke to everyone with visible joy. Day by day, his majesty and pomp increased, and many years passed on earth in his rule and good fortune. Because of his virtuous conduct, God Exalted granted him a long, generous life. It is hoped, according to the magnificence of God, Praised and Exalted, that the shadow of justice and the compassion of his most exalted majesty, king Akbar -under whose justice, compassion, and grace all people in the world rest -would be perpetual and ever-lasting so long as the world exists. 84 Here the translators draw on an earlier teaching in Manu's story that "the first responsibility of the subjects is that they must pray for the king" and apply it directly to their own political situation. 85 The passage finishes with the verses:
O God! This king, a friend to those in need, In whose shadow lies the refuge of the world, May you grant him long life on this earth, May you enliven his heart through obedience to God. So long as there is day and night, may the king be on the throne, And may prosperity reach the zenith of the sky. 86 The voice that articulates these good wishes remains unclear. The speaker is either Bhisma, who addresses Akbar across the reaches of time after finishing the story of Manu, or the Mughal translators, who step outside of the narrative framework of the text to offer a few kind words to their patron. Either way, temporal and narrative boundaries are broken to directly celebrate the great kingship of Akbar and to immortalize him by including him in one of India's great epics. This passage furthermore puts Manu and Akbar in close proximity and frames Akbar as a just, praiseworthy Indian king.
Conclusion
Akbar's translators approach the Mahabharata as a mixture of imaginative history, political advice, and a great story that deeply interacts with the Indo-Persian literary tradition while pro- moting an imperial ideology. They highlight the Indic nature of the text by preserving Sanskrit words and emphasizing 'aja'ib elements while simultaneously placing it in a contemporary context as a tale narrated by Brahmans to the Mughal court. The translators approach religion pragmatically in the Razmnamah and avoid both Hindu and Islamic theology. Nonetheless they produce interesting mixtures of the two systems of belief in a series of uneven attempts to remain faithful to the Mahabharata while producing a culturally intelligible story for an Islamicate audience. Finally, the Mughals invoke Persian aesthetics throughout the Razmnamah and also use verse to mark particular sections of imperial advice and political commentaries. In light of the overall emphasis on kingship in the Razmnamah and particularly given Akbar's appearance in the ancient Indian world, it is tempting to agree with scholars who have suggested that this translation was primarily designed to promote Mughal political objectives. 87 In many ways, my analysis bears out the thesis that the Mughals found common ground between their courtly needs and the Mahabharata's story in the text's commentary on political power. The translators further enhanced this affinity with subtle but meaningful alterations to the text's narrative and content. However, it remains unclear how the empty language of legitimation theory would enable one to more precisely articulate the relationship between Emperor Akbar and the Mahabharata. 88 If we say that the Razmnamah was intended to legitimate Akbar as a king, then we assume a need for the Mughals to justify their rule through the language of Sanskrit (and Persian) aesthetics, and it is unclear how, why, or for whom such justification would actually work. In addition, we would bar ourselves from pursuing more interesting lines of inquiry: why the Mughals considered Sanskrit to be a valuable political resource in the first place, how they negotiated fusing its cultural tradition with their own, and precisely what such a union looked like in its finished textual form. Moreover, legitimation theory leaves little room for other considerations that were also at play in the translation, such as the redefinition and cultivation of Sanskrit knowledge in Persian, the blending of religious traditions, and the intertextual literary associations drawn from the Persian tradition. Instead, it seems more fruitful and honest to the translation to postulate that precisely the mix of political and aesthetic modes of discourse is what made the Razmnamah an imperially meaningful project in Akbar's court.
The diverse translation strategies employed in the Razmnamah also suggest that intertwining multiple understandings of the epic in complex ways was crucial to the Mughal encounter with the Mahabharata. Akbar's court further confirmed its interest in fashioning imperial epics full of different readings and possibilities by producing at least two more translations of the Mahabharata. In the twenty years after the completion of the original Razmnamah, Akbar commissioned two additional versions of the text in Persian, one by Fayzi and another by Tahir Muhammad Sabzavari. 89 Both authors used the Razmnamah as the basis for their reworkings of the epic, but they produced radically different versions, with Fayzi inserting his own poetic verses at liberty and Sabzavari heavily abridging the epic story. Neither text has yet been published, but their existence nonetheless attests to the centrality of the Razmnamah to Akbar's court culture and raises the question of what further steps such works may have taken in developing a new Indo-Persian Mughal idiom through tellings and retellings of the Mahabharata. 87 . Most important, Rizvi and Ernst.
88. See critique in Pollock, Language of the Gods, 511 -24.
89. Fayzi was asked to rework the entire Mahabharata into verse but only finished the first two parvans, whereas Tahir Muhammad Sabzavari completed his abridged version of the epic (Shukla, "Persian Translations of Sanskrit Works," 180). Copies of both texts are extant in the Aligarh and the British Library collections, and Fayzi's work is often found in manuscript copies of the Razmnamah, simply replacing the first two books.
